Toolbox: A Tale of Two Shopping Carts

- **Express Checkout**
  - Best for:
    - Users who have completed profiles with default values for shipping address, account codes (FOAPAL), and cart assignee
    - Carts that don’t need line level editing
  - View the Express Checkout Quick Guide for more information

- **Advanced Checkout**
  - Edit both header and line level information on the same screen
  - Necessary for line level editing
  - View the Advanced Checkout Cart Review/Order Creation Quick Guide for more information

http://deacondepot.wfu.edu
Express Checkout

- Offers efficient method for placing orders
- Editing available at the header level only (values for all cart items)
- Uses values saved in the profile
- Cleaner format—open one section at a time for editing using the +
- Use the “Go To Advanced Checkout” link to complete line level editing.
Advanced Checkout

- View header & line level information on one screen
- Edit at both the header & line levels
- Use saved profile values or search all values for shipping address, accounting codes (FOAPAL) and cart assignee

Use this link to return to Express Checkout.